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Discourse Sucks

The painter Jamian Juliano-Villani’s big deal of a year.
SAM MCKINNISS
SEPTEMBER 3RD, 2014

“The painter need not die because of responsibility.”
—Agnes Martin

One time in grad school this curator came to visit my studio. I was making student-quality paintings under grad 
student-level stress, but so what. I wanted to share a charming experience.

The paintings were mostly of half-visible figures in dark, moody rooms. The curator looked at them for a few 
minutes, wearing an expression of smug disregard. Then he started waving his hands around magisterially, is-
suing something to the effect of the following edict: “painters, whatever they do, must find ways to activate the 
space within the four sides of a canvas.” He’d brought a colleague along with him, and the colleague stood there, 
nodding in agreement. I only wondered if I might be invited to activate the space of the curator’s next Cherry 
Grove pool party.

In the curator’s professional point of view, activating the space inside a rectangle was The Ultimate. He declined 
or was unable to say anything to me about the contents of my studio, other than that painters live and die to 
activate space. The long thrill of art history had been a history of activating space. Whole museums could be 
renamed Museums of Space Activation. Whether or not he was rigt, and he might have been, it was my opinion



 

“
God only knows what this MFA status is personally 

worth, besides student loan debt and a 
ticket to the thesis show lottery, where a tiny handful of 
winners are “discovered” and made for life, or at least 

for the next five years.
”

To ease such nerves, the academy lures students with the promise of status, conferred upon new artists as a 
charm against meritocracy. God only knows what this MFA status is personally worth, besides student loan debt 
and a ticket to the thesis show lottery, where a tiny handful of winners are “discovered” and made for life, or at 
least for the next five years. The other institutional promise is that if you do find yourself too insecure or unsuc-
cessful to do whatever you want, at least with an MFA you’re allowed to teach [insert laugh track], so why not 
just get the damn thing.

• • •

Jamian Juliano-Villani never applied to graduate school. Instead, the 28-year-old painter of Messy View, Mid-
night Snack, Wavy Fox, and other phantasmagorias spent time as an assistant to the artists Erik Parker and Dana 
Schutz in New York, after a rough coming-of-age in New Jersey. Though early adulthood proved very tough, due 
to circumstances she prefers not to discuss, she grew up to earn a BFA from Rutgers, NJ’s largest public univer-
sity, where she studied sculpture and art history. When she was hired by Parker and Schutz, at age 25, she did not 
know how to paint——beyond having learned a handful of rudimentary skills——but was determined to pick 
up a ton of technique on the job. The impetus wasn’t just creative, but also pragmatic. She figured she’d better 
learn fast or get fired. She had also never seen a pro efficiently manage a studio, or watched firsthand as an artist 
made ambitious, visionary, high-quality work. Tasked with copy work for Parker, or color-mixing for Schutz, she 
gained access to paint’s many mysteries, including: the expressive malleability of line within composition; the 
communicative potential of symbols and signs; the psychedelic pleasure of loud, unblushing color. If grad school 
provides students with a crucible for inquiry and critique, Parker and Schutz provided Juliano-Villani with a dif-
ferent——but no less valuable——environment in which to observe what it takes to be an artist, as well as to gain 
the time and experience necessary to measure her aptitude for becoming one herself.

During the two years she spent as Parker’s full-time assistant and Schutz’s part-time color mixer, Juliano-Villani 
would go home to Bed-Stuy and paint all night before returning to work the following day, often without sleep-
ing. As I understand it, this is a difficult habit to break, and she will still paint for days without rest. She was, and 
is, obsessed by her personal visions.

• • •

Painting discourse is fraught with problems that nobody knows how to solve. In grad school, he young artist 
learns how to read about them. Strong leftist characters will occasionally say that painting is a capitalist market-
driven luxury commodity and therefore corrupted, suspicious for being reactionary. Other times, painting is de-
rided as a retro caprice made redundant by photography, digital video, the Internet, Apple hardware, and Adobe



 

that the use of such a remedial phrase in front of my burgeoning art was disappointing and corny, if not totally of-
fensive, because I am not a moron, nor was I then unfamiliar with what is formally required of painters at the most 
basic level. From my point of view, the goal of young artists was not so much to activate rectangles as to secure 
guest spots at curators’ summerhouses so that they might pursue carefree lives of leisure on someone else’s dime, 
cultivating themselves in service to style without working to afford it. I believed that young artists must do this 
so that eventually they could find the time and energy to make something worthy and good——paintings of out-
standing stylistic quality that would redeem their debt to society, accrued during countless unemployable hours 
spent admiring other stylish things of outstanding quality.

The curator left without mentioning the summerhouse. He didn’t mention summer at all, and we haven’t spoken 
since. All of this bums me out, because eventually I finished school and became free to toil on my own in relative 
poverty while he gets to enjoy a reputation just by looking at art, organizing shows, and categorizing the work of 
art as a hackneyed conceptual task. In retrospect, the real bummer of the afternoon was that I’d unsuccessfully 
sucked up to this person.

• • •

In Messy View, a 2013 painting by Jamian Juliano-Villani, the artist is depicted hosting a hectic studio visit for 
another professional, presumably a critic, curator, collector or gallerist, who is shown wearing sunglasses and 
smoking a pipe. A kind of self-portrait in action, the painting shows Juliano-Villani looking lithe, wired, yet brim-
ming with poise on a stage, pointing to a canvas with the word “ANGER” scrawled across it in red. She is as much 
on display for her visitor as her work is. The visitor smokes and yaps about what is certainly another hackneyed 
concept. A prison yard firing squad is visible just outside the studio window. It is unclear at whom they take aim.

• • •

Contemporary art is a field delineated by its utter lack of limits. MFA programs purport to teach young artists 
about the best, most correct manner of doing whatever they want to do, how best to build a theoretical justifi-
cation for literally whatever, even if it’s something totally absurd to stop and think about, thus streamlining the 
curricula to provide young people with a dozen or so possible modes or schools or categories in which to fit their 
experiences, which by nature must vary from person to person. When your field demands that you do something 
peculiar to your own talents or insights, to give art audiences something to look at so that they can determine what 
you’re made of and judge or reward you for it, MFA programs cannot do much to help the type of person who 
does not already know what they want to do. I hesitate to say it but I might be right. MFA programs seem to prey 
on young artists’ insecurities, heightened by the unavoidable reality of the job: that you must take whatever it is 
you want to make and find its nearest match on a list of this year’s potential options for au courant aesthetic activ-
ity. That, or you pick an existing option and copy it while claiming you are doing the opposite (“controverting”). 
After you find or copy your thing, you must commit to making your thing perfect. Then you must sell your thing 
to people who do nothing except look at things, like collectors and curators. This is a daunting task and makes a 
lot of people nervous.

software. Or, a critic will publish something about how a certain abstract painting recasts optics for the informa-
tion age, something to do with a puppy being not quite a puppy but, like, a screen-capture of a puppy made with 
paint and fitted onto canvas, only to find that readers are bored by his claims because only a handful of people 
ever cared about the puppy in the first place. Meanwhile, concerned theorists get in a tizzy about other deaths, 
namely the deaths of authorship, originality, and mastery, as if any of these are things most artists will ever in 
their lives get to claim. I’ve also heard that paintings are undemocratic because they encourage passive viewing 
habits, or else because paintings are non-engaging and thus anti-social——as if we all don’t live in major metrop-
olises where the socializing never ends, and no one feels like voting at election time.



“
Since everyone likes busting a cliché, 

the Death of Painting has opened the field thereof to 
some brilliant practitioners.

”
After decades of theoretical nonsense, all of it leading nowhere, the art world has finally stopped telling painters 
that painting is dead. Up until recently, a century’s worth of bad times mixed with critical academicism as well 
as an apocalypse always just around the corner made for almost-convincing rhetoric within a discipline clearly 
marked by lack thereof, but no longer. Rumors of and/or concerns over the “Death of Painting,” much like those 
of and/or over the “Death of the Novel,” have aged poorly, becoming cliché. Since everyone likes busting a cliché, 
the field is once again wide open to some brilliant practitioners. Yet few are riding the shift of discursive opin-
ion in painting’s favor as high as is Jamian Juliano-Villani. After she went from full-time assistant and part-time 
painter to full-time-and-then-some painter in 2013, the New York art scene watched as she cut through a mi-
asma of whack abstraction to make a truly glittering entrance.

• • •

Juliano-Villani got a lot of attention last year for at least three things:

1. Her paintings, which in addition to being stunningly lurid are often characterized by a blurred-motion sense 
of doom. Hers is the success of survival, of speeding away from unspecified horror or threat. She embraces long, 
punishing hours of work. Borne by insomnia, the results are also symptomatic of post-traumatic stress disorder. 
For Juliano-Villani, “restless” isn’t a metaphor. She literally doesn’t sleep much. Yet her attitude toward sleepless-
ness is surprisingly self-helpful: if she’s awake for her nightmare, she can get it onto canvas, maybe achieve some 
catharsis.

In this manner, Juliano-Villani’s paintings activate space more than adequately. I would say that they are won-
derful activations of space, even when the conditions of their making cause concern for the artist’s well-being. 
Borrowing from all manner of dated cartoons, esoteric avant-gardes, and otherwise formerly pop and/or niche 
material, she contorts only the weirdest shit into vices of unreality. The thrills they affect are complex: perilous, 
splashy, and hard-earned with a sick sense of humor.

She spends days Googling. At least 20 hours of research go in before she starts on each painting. When I visit 
her studio, she likes to show me the odd lists she scribbles on scrap paper, each containing the names of cultural 
items she plans to appropriate for reference in a particular painting. The lists look like drawings or text pieces, 
hile also maintaining the coherence of a discipline, as if they were flowcharts. She only listens to reggae, which 
helps her stay calm, and images from favorite reggae records often sneak onto the canvas. Without much of a 
plan beyond the playlist, Juliano-Villani composes elements of color, shape, pattern, and action, involving sets of 
cartoon characters in odd rooms or impossible outdoor settings. Then she screws up and skews it all whenever 
she feels it is necessary.



2. Her project, both enhanced by and contrasted with her unschooled mien, which suggests she would never 
refer to her paintings as “her project.” A central question Juliano-Villani’s work poses is: what do images com-
municate beyond their initial, commercial state, after they are acquired, warped, exaggerated, recombined and 
contextualized by an individual, subjective imagination? To complicate this: what happens to found imagery after 
it is absorbed by someone working out of trauma? Jamian’s solution is to romp headlong through a catalog of 
damaging experiences, endured and transmuted by a fragile, resilient psyche.

There is a painting from her September 2013 solo debut at Rawson Projects in Brooklyn titled The Devil’s Cook-
book that encapsulates her project particularly well. In it, Satan speeds into the kitchen and attends to a flaming 
pot of green and purple soup. His long, wagging tongue is twisted up behind him. A pair of hand weights rests 
on his kitchen workstation, as do salt ‘n’ pepper shakers and an onion, alongside a broken harp (suggesting that

Heaven’s righteousness is still totally over). Satan’s cookbook rests on the table, open to a page illustrating olives 
on a platter, while some kind of subservient femmebot offers up vegetables to the dark lord. The table extends 
downward on a diagonal to form a diamond shape in the rectangular frame, receding space touched with subtle 
gradients. In the background an interracial couple makes extreme eye contact, and even further beyond, a



pastel-hued landscape materializes to include a horde of marchers in an ominous congregation. I don’t know 
why they’re marching, but I’m ill at ease anyway.

The Devil’s Cookbook was the best painting in that exhibition, for it showed what Juliano-Villani is capable of 
doing with authority and joy. It harnesses a kind of narrative velocity I would describe as “irresponsible with-
out being reckless.” The destination——if there is one——is a fright to correct thinking and taste, a thoroughly 
developed mania for epicurean pleasure acquired by whatever mixed-up ill means were available to the artist in 
her time. Under all the crazy crap in here, there isn’t a single scrap of paper that wonders how the painting will 
be discoursed.

3. Her gender expression, most voluble as a total disdain for feminism and “feminine” painting. Last year, in 
keeping with said irresponsibility, Juliano-Villani told more than one interviewer about how she doesn’t like 
art that discusses what it means to be a woman, a topic she would have been made to grapple with in probably 
any MFA program. Her attitude toward feminism seems uncharitable at best and ungrateful at worst, yet when 
you think about the women artists she’d have to thank——mostly very educated, middle-to-upper-class women 
who’d have scorned her style and influences, if not painting altogether, as old-fashioned, masculinist bullshit——
you start to feel a little more understanding. Unlike her fellow young female artists, particularly the 89plus set,



there's no way in Hell she's going to perform sex or gender with her work, or her Instagram, let alone her perso-
na. The most she’s done is comb her hair or get her teeth fixed to appease a standard of femininity, and even that's 
a sore subject. The feminine in art just doesn't compute, because she gets by all right without needing it. She 
doesn’t like to talk about appearances. She likes to talk trash with the guys. She's rude and she's out to compete. 

Basically uninterested in credentials, Juliano-Villani views feminism the same way she’d view any other -ism: as a 
set of ideological rules by which, were she to play, she might win accreditation or acclaim totally unrelated to her 
actual talent or ideas, never mind her background or life experience. She prefers scrappier conflicts in which any-
one can enjoy the action. She’s got enormous heart. Her paintings, far from undemocratic, fight battles of iconog-
raphy along classically sophisticated lines of composition, like those found in Marvel comics or Renaissance art. 
Everything is colored with a gross-out palette, connecting her likewise to a lineage that includes Hanna-Barbera, 
MAD Magazine, 1980s train graffiti, her former bosses Dana Schutz and Erik Parker, and Peter Saul, preeminent 
cartoon fabulist.

But Juliano-Villani’s sense of an endgame is what energizes the work with a competitive edge and moves it a 
ltouch outside history. In The Devil’s Cookbook, she imagines Satan prepping for the apocalypse, everybody’s 
last day on earth. He is seen taking care to make that final supper for himself, or for a prisoner, or the artist… 
who knows? His cookbook with the olives, I do know, is a nod to Victor Feguer, a vagrant convicted of murder in 
1963 and the last man ever hanged in Iowa. Juliano-Villani tells me she felt inspired after reading about Feguer 
on the Internet, in particular about the meal he requested before his execution: one olive with the stone still 
inside it. Her painting embellishes the tale of a bad man who made time for attitude and wit before dying and 
heading to Hell.

• • •

The September show at Rawson Projects secured serious interest in Juliano-Villani. Collectors and dealers of 
emerging art wanted to meet her, and elder painters were eager to know her. She followed up with a series of 
well-executed appearances in solo and group exhibitions, including a notable three-person show that featured 
her work alongside Parker’s and Saul’s at Marlborough Gallery in Chelsea. And in the spring of this year, she pre-
sented a large triptych made for 247365 Gallery’s booth at the NADA Art Fair in New York——her largest work 
to date, as well as something of a departure in style.

Some Deaths Take Forever (2014) was actually less a triptych than a wrap-around viewing experience in pho-
torealist 3-D, covering all three walls of the booth. The leftmost canvas features a hand wearing a metallic knit 
glove grasping a red candle that has just been blown out on a black background. Airbrushed smoke ribbons trail 
up from the extinguished wick and float over onto the central panel. A new candle is lit on the third, rightmost 
section. Lots of art history-minded fairgoers saw the candles as a reference to Gerhard Richter’s famous candle 
paintings, but in fact Juliano-Villani lifted the image from the cover of a 1980 record, also named Some Deaths 
Take Forever, that was composed by Bernard Szajner as a tribute to Amnesty International. At one time, it may 
have been meant to soundtrack a possible film about prisoners on death row. The album is intense, angular, ex-
perimental, and largely forgotten.

Do all painters feel like they are living on death row? The size of the NADA booth was roughly identical to that 
of an Alcatraz prison cell, a 72 x 108” footprint. Making work that married the context of an art fair to the idea 
of life in that cell seemed to Juliano-Villani like a concise conceptual move, interesting to her as a decision that 
could elevate the paintings to a level of appreciation beyond what she’d shown in the same context one year prior 
(she included two small paintings with a group of other artists presented by Rawson).



But Some Deaths Take Forever also became a comment on how painting insists on not dying, and furthermore 
isn't afraid to. People keep on painting even though its death has been widely, loudly publicized, encoded into 
discourse, refuted only to be resurrected and re-publicized, discussed and dissected at length in art schools be-
fore being rendered in a fog of suspicion.

Juliano-Villani entered the scene, did well, then capped off the season by activating the space within three sides 
of an art fair booth, leaving a window wide open into her world. In doing so, she employed the form of a repre-
sentational, even religiously oriented triptych about infinite death——Death that will not finalize until forever 
comes to an end. It’s a cheeky way to declare her enterprise already dead, since for her it’s been about the fear of 
injury, anguish, and the grave all along. Moving on, ready for painting’s next apocalypse, she is savvy enough to 
include a caveat: she’ll be finished when forever is over.

The 2013-14 season was her breakout, but Juliano-Villani and painting will be dying, together, for a long time. If 
her debut year leads to a long career, the kind of career that sets an example for future generations of ambitious 
young artists, enrollment at art school grad departments may suffer. This is too bad, but not really. Juveniles like 
Jamian with chips on their shoulders to rival the size of their hearts aren’t mistaken if they believe that good art 
has a shot at withstanding mortality, and that obsequiousness to academia isn’t the only way to make it. They 
may find that when they dream at night, it is not of discourse. Instead, they dream of whatever they want.

Sam McKinniss is a painter living in Brooklyn. The author would like to thank Brian Droitcour for his input during early drafts of this 
essay.
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